A systematic review of the effectiveness of therapeutic interventions on quality of life (QoL) for adult vitiligo patients.
Vitiligo is the most common pigmentation disorder. It is an acquired, progressive disorder, presenting with white macules that can appear anywhere on the skin. Presently, there is no cure for vitiligo. Although there are therapies targeted at improving its appearance, their effectiveness is limited. Without satisfactory solution to vitiligo, patients are permanently disfigured for life. Quality of life of vitiligo patients has been commonly found to be moderately impaired. Patients are chronically embarrassed and depressed. Stigmatisation is also common and cause marginalization. Hence, while vitiligo is not "life-threatening", it can be "life-ruining". Because current treatments are unsatisfactory in repigmenting the skin, the question of continuing treatment must also consider the benefits to quality of life, and that is the purpose of this review. The overall objective of this systematic review was to examine the effectiveness of therapeutic interventions, in terms of quality of life for adult patients with vitiligo. Types of studies - The review considered quantitative papers, including randomised controlled trials and quasi-experimental studies.Types of participants - Adult patients who have vitiligo from 18 to 75 years-old.Types of interventions - This review considered studies of current therapeutic interventions for vitiligo, including oral, topical, combination, camouflage, cognitive-behavioural therapy and grafting.Types of measured outcomes - Quality of life outcomes as measured by validated tools. The search aimed to find published studies and papers, limited to English language reports. A three-step search strategy was utilised: An initial limited search of MEDLINE and CINAHL was undertaken, followed by an analysis of the text words contained in the title and abstract, and of the index terms used to describe the article. A second search using all identified keywords and index terms were then undertaken. Search strategies were developed using terms that were specific to the databases. Thirdly, the reference lists of all identified papers were searched for additional studies. The databases searched include: PubMed, CINAHL, Scopus, JSTOR, ScienceDirect,PsycARTICLES (Ovid) and PsycINFO (Ovid) DATA COLLECTION: Two reviewers critically appraised the methodological quality of research studies using a standardised critical appraisal tool from the Joanna-Briggs Institute. Data was extracted from nine papers for this review, however as the studies were heterogeneous in population, interventions and methodologies, it was not possible to conduct a meta-analysis to establish superiority of interventions in terms of improving quality of life. Hence, a narrative summary was presented to collate the results of the interventions where there were similar. All treatments were found to improve quality of life for vitiligo patients. Disease-altering interventions that were effective in repigmentation arrest of disease progression were also effective in improving quality of life. Lifestyle-altering interventions were found to be selectively effective for patients with more severe quality of life impairment and Subscale analysis showed particular effectiveness of interventions in improving the emotional dimension of quality of life. Current interventions for vitiligo are effective in bettering the quality of life either by improving physical appearance of the patient or by addressing the psychological distress directly. Less effectiveness was achieved for the functional and social dimensions, which are more dependent on social and cultural norms. This suggests that current interventions alone are inadequate to address the holistic quality of life challenges associated with vitiligo. IMPLICATIONS FOR RESEARCH.